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Tesseract
Alias:
Prof. Julius Heisenburg
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Retroactive Advice -OUT-

When Field-testing his Theories on Spatial Entanglement led him to eventually invent a practical 
Quantum Uncertanty Generator the world wasn‘t quite ready for, Physics Professor 

Julius Heisenburg decided to give his scientific efforts a secondary use in Crime-Fighting. 
He re-worked the Engine into a portable Spacetime Oscillator, allowing him to manipulate

 The curvature of Spacetime, and personally achieve Macroscopic Quantum States therein. 
With his inventions and resourceful knowledge compensating for his somewhat untrained physique, 

TESSERACT is ready to conforont any villain in town - though preferably well outside of his lecturing hours.  

You are up to date on and understand 
most modern scientific theories and 
research and can quote from them during 
conversations.

Minor Twist: 
What were the surprising effects of 
leveraging that scientific principle in this 
situation?

Major Twist: 
Oh heck! What just blew up?

You are good at understanding how pieces 
operate in tandem and can identify flaws 
in ordered systems.

Minor Twist: 
What tool just broke?

Major Twist: 
What faraway location are your tools 
now occupying?

Collection: Quantum Origins
  1. a momentary lapse of Time
  2. Entropical Islands
  3. Present Intense
  4. The Universe in a Nutball
  5. If/Else
  6. The Solace of Quantum

Built: 
Academic – Cosmic Power – 
Reality Shaper – Inquisitive

Space/Time Oscillator
(Cosmic Power)

Spacial Transition
(Teleportation)

Intangible Superposition 
(Intangibility)

Applied research 
(Investigation)

Heuristic Extrapolation
(Deduction)

Boost using Space/Time Oscillator. Use your Max die. If you roll 
doubles, you may also Attack using your Mid die.

Uncertanty Absorber
(not quite right)

After a dice pool is rolled, adjust one die up or down one value 
on the die.

Principle of Science 
(expertise)

Overcome while applying specific scientific principles. You and 
Each of your allies gain a hero point.

Principle of Clockwork
(expertise)

Overcome a complex problem with a simple tool and use your Max 
die. You and each of your allies gain a hero point. 

Recharging Quantum Buffers
(Cosmic Ray absorption)

If you would take damage from cosmic energy, reduce that damage 
to 0 and Recover that amount of Health instead.

Custom Timezone
(Mass Effect)

Boost or Hinder using Space/Time Oscillator and apply that mod 
against multiple close targets.

Causality Override
(Helpful Analysis)

One nearby ally may reroll their dice pool. You lose Health equal 
to the Min die of the new roll.

Auxiliary Iteration
(Inspiring Totem)

When you use an ability action, you may also perform any one basic 
action using your Mid die on the same roll.

Manifest Hypotheticals
(Summmon Allies)

Use Space/Time Oscillator and create a number of    minions equal 
to your Mid die. Choose the one same basic action that they each 
perform. They all act at the start of your turn.

Schroedinger‘s Dance
(Mutable Form)

Choose three basic actions. Use Intangible Superposition in your 
pool and take one action with your Max die, a different action with 
your Mid die, and a third action with your Min die.

Choose an ally. Until your next turn, that ally may reroll
one of their dice by using a Reaction.
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